
Scratchings 
from 

The Pen… 
September/October 2012: A memo and scribblings for, and 
from, members of the Pen & Sword Club 

Seminar Success…What next?  
 

 
Well go on Pubic Relations Officer…make with the smooth chat! 
 
The Pen & Sword Club’s September seminar at the Naval & Military Club drew a 
wide media and military audience with a result that the new debate is…. what ‘s next 
in 2013? 
 
Designed to look at the future of media ops within Britain’s Armed forces the seminar 
found a meeting of minds between media and military with a consensus that the 
relationship between the two sides should be fostered. 
 
Robert Fox, defence correspondent at The Standard drew on his experiences with 
the Falkands Task Force in 1982 ranging through to present day operations.  
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Caroline Wyatt, defence 
correspondent of the BBC 
spoke on future relationships 
between military and media.  
She has written a particularly 
interesting paper on How 
Embedding has changed since 
the Falklands which can be 
found on the BBC ‘s Academy 
of Journalism website. 
 
The Club’s Vice-Presidents 
played a major part in the 
success of the day: Simon 
Wren, former Head of Communications at the Ministry of Defence and now with the 
Home Office, concentrated on new media and the rise of the citizen journalist using 
mobile phone technology to capture 15 minutes of fame. 
 
Mark Laity, Head of Strategic Messaging at SHAPE (and former BBC defence 
correspondent) explained NATO’s viewpoint and called for a better understanding 
among the military of strategic messaging…. Lt General Sir Philip Trousdell, former 
DPR (Army) spoke of his days at the centre of military public relations and of the 
political influences that emerge for the military commander directing operations. 
 
Major General Sir Sebastian Robert, the last to hold the title DPR (Army) also looked 
both back and forward to the future of military media ops…. And recent DPR (Navy) 
Captain Mike Davis-Marks – now Director of Naval Recruiting - made a major 
contribution to all the debates. 
 
Captain Gerry Northwood RN spoke about media ops in counter piracy operations 
and Wing Commander Michael Cairns, former CO of 7644 Squadron Royal Auxiliary 
Air Force and a current broadcaster made a poignant plea for understanding on both 
sides in casualty reporting.  He outlined, from personal involvement, the scenarios 

and the heart breaks facing the 
families of casualties when 
confronted by media and 
officialdom. 
 
Moderated by club President, 
Hugh Colver, former Chief of 
Public Relations, MoD, the 
seminar included the anticipated 
debate on the relationship 
between media ops and psy ops.  
While insisting on the 

maintenance of a “glass wall“ between the two skills the seminar accepted that the 
effectiveness of influence operations required both sides to be aware of the 
respective roles, plans and objectives.   
 
Professor Michael Clarke Director General of the Royal United Services Institute was 
the guest of honour at the club’s annual dinner at the RAF Club immediately after the 
seminar.   
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Gibraltar Visit…battered by bouts of ‘flu but great fun 
 
Battered by bouts of ‘flu, military 
exercises, board meetings, flooded 
carpets and a dead gas boiler the Club 
visit to Gibraltar in October nevertheless 
became an exercise in social, historical 
and leisure activity.    
 
Taking advantage of low cost 
accommodation at Britannia House the 
club party pursued interests in both 
military and media aspects of Operation 
Flavius, the SAS operation on The 
Rock, a visit to the tunnels of The Great 
Siege, and the fleshpots of modern 
Gibraltar and its new marina. 
 
Takings in The Rock’s book stores went up with the RAF’s history on the Rock and the RAF 
proving popular for the return home; the opportunities for leg stretching on the steep slopes 
were taken and Mike Peters and Roger Goodwin found their old urge to get out on the water 
too much and succumbed to the offer of a trip around the bay watching dolphins.  It proved 
cold, wet and choppy but with plenty of sightings. 
 
With the guidance of Pete Jackson of Siege Battlefield Tours the party got to see parts of The 
Rock not previously visited and started the planning for a return trip to The Rock and to Spain 
in 2013.   Peter has established a successful business on The Rock after a long career in the 
Royal Artillery and the Gibraltar regiment and is highly recommended. 
 
Under discussion are visits across the border to see nearby Peninsular War battlefields and 
Cape Trafalgar plus a programme to interest Navy, Army and Air Force members of the club.    
Operation Felix, the German plan to invade Gibraltar will probably take up two days of the 
2013 excursion.    If you are interested in joining the party contact the editor, especially if you 
have a particular part of the Rock’s military history you want to explore.   Ideas for other trips 
are also welcome. 
  
 

 

 
Alison‘s camera clicks again…women in combat 
exhibition attracts media attention 
 
Alison Baskerville, one of the 
2011 Army Photographic 
completion winners and a 
member of MOG (V) has clicked 
again!   The exhibition of her latest 
photographs from Afghanistan 
capturing the particular interest of 
the media with the Daily Mail and 
others publishing many online. 
 
Entitled The hidden world of Women 
in Combat Alison’s eye for the right 
picture earns congratulations from 
all in the Pen & Sword Club. 
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Alison is a photojournalist and documentary photographer in civilian life.  She studied at 
Westminster University and gained an MA in photojournalism.  After 12 years in the RAF- she 
served in Bosnia and Iraq  - Alison was inspired to capture her surroundings in on an old 
Nikon film camera which gave her the motivation to change career. 
 

 
 
She has built up her portfolio in a number of ways.  Documentary projects with charity 
organisations exposed her to the rewarding challenges faced by dedicated volunteers who 
give their time to others and then to the opposite side of spectrum.  She provides imagery for 
news picture desks and also undertakes commercial commissions. 
 
In 2011 after 
returning from 
Afghanistan where 
she was part of a 
Combat camera 
Team she hosted 
the exhibition Make 
Do and Mend to 
raise money for the 
Royal British 
Legion.  The 
exhibition looked at 
the ability of the 
soldiers on the front 
line to improvise 
everyday objects to 
make life more 
comfortable.  Since 
then she has 
supported the `Legion’s work with her photographic skills across a number of projects. 
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We are but Warriors for the Working Day – the 
story of a painting…. by Mark Laity, Head of Strategic Messaging 
at SHAPE  
 

 
 
‘Overshoot the green Target Indicators’, by Mark Postlethwaite.   
 
It had been a long-held ambition to own an original piece of aviation art, and then I 
thought why not go that extra step and actually commission a painting? Choosing the subject 
was easy – my father on a World War 2 mission in his Lancaster. That in turn set me on a 
fascinating path to do the research for it, and that has made the resulting picture even more 
special. 
 
The painting depicts a bombing raid on 26 December 1944 on the Belgian town of St Vith 
during the Battle of the Bulge, the last major German offensive of the war. The massive 
surprise offensive created a major crisis for the allies, but for success the Germans needed to 
move fast. However their momentum was slowed by American forces courageously holding 
out in a few key towns. 
 
One of them was the transport hub of St Vith; so busy it was nicknamed ‘Piccadilly Circus’ by 
the Americans. It contained five important highways and the only rail centre capable of 
supporting the attacking German panzer army. Many other towns were by-passed in order to 
maintain the pace of the German advance, but St Vith’s communications were so important 
that Hitler personally ordered it must be captured. Despite a desperate US defence it finally 
fell on December 21.  
 
A key factor in the initial German success was the appalling weather that had kept the 
superior Allied air forces on the ground. But as Christmas neared the weather improved, so 
Allied airpower was urgently thrown into the fray and was increasingly critical in turning the 
tide. 
 
The St Vith attack was Bomber Command’s first major contribution to the battle. They took 
advantage of clear skies to launch a huge daylight attack on the newly captured town which 
had gone from being a bottleneck to major communications hub and a key route for German 
forces desperately trying to sustain the offensive in the eastern Ardennes.   Reflecting the 
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critical stage of the battle, Bomber Command put up aircraft from all its bomber groups 
(except 100 Group which did Special Duties) - the first time since mid-October they had joined 
together in one raid.  294 aircraft (146 Lancasters, 136 Halifaxes, 12 Mosquitos) were used. 
 
One of the squadrons was my father’s 218, part of 3 Group and flying out of Chedburgh, a 
wartime airfield in Suffolk. 218’s Operational Record Book (ORB) recorded 12 aircraft 
bombed, stating: “No cloud and good visibility enabled the target to be identified visually 
before TI’s (Target Indicators) were dropped. Bombing was done by overshooting the Green 
TIs by one second on the Master Bomber’s instructions, and appeared very concentrated 
except for one bad overshoot to the West of the town. Red markers had overshot and Greens 
undershot. The whole town appeared obliterated in a mass of smoke and bomb bursts and 
the attack was considered most successful. Flak was slight and confined to bursts of accurate 
predicted seen heavy flak.” 
 

LEFT: My father and his crew, 
gather around a bomb trolley 
in front of their Lancaster. Left 
to right: F/O David Banton 
(pilot), Sgt Stan Brown (mid-
upper gunner), Sgt Chick 
Longley (W/O), F/O Paddy 
Giffin (bomb aimer), F/O Larry 
Lillis (nav), Sgt Frank Laity 
(rear gunner), Sgt Bill Sims (flt 
eng). 
 
For my father and the rest of his 
crew, operational only since the 
beginning of December, this was 
their sixth mission, and I guess one 
of the easier ones.  

 
The pilot’s individual entry in the 218 ORB reads: “Bombed visually from 13,000ft. Green TIs 
overshot by 1 second on Master Bomber’s instructions. Town appeared completely 
destroyed. Attack appeared very concentrated.”  
 
They carried a typical bomb load of one 4000lb ‘cookie’, 1000 pounders, 500 pounders and 
incendiaries.    Bomber Command put 1,140 tons of bombs on target for the loss of two 
Halifax bombers – very light losses even at that stage of the war. The raid was accurate and 
concentrated but more graphically one German soldier said the ground shook like an 
earthquake, leaving a vast cloud of dust lit by the sun’s dying rays and virtually obliterating the 
town with heavy losses not just among German soldiers but also civilians, mainly German-
speaking Belgians who had stayed in the town, seeking shelter in the cellars. 
 
Every single road was blocked and a German engineering battalion spent a week trying to 
restore some routes, and meanwhile two entire German divisions had to bypass what they 
called a ‘hospital town’. The highly successful attack first slowed the last phase of the German 
offensive, but also meant units arrived too late to dig in before the Allied counter-attack. The 
extensive damage it caused slowed the German freedom of movement at a time when speed 
was everything and their offensive was stalling, leading eventually to its total failure and 
defeat. 
 
Research wasn’t easy because my father had lost his logbook and died in 2001, long before I 
thought to ask about the kind of details needed for a painting. So I was reliant on information 
from other surviving members of the crew. Here I was lucky in that bomb aimer Paddy Giffin 
had both his logbook and a good memory, and I had a good talk with him before he too 
passed away. However after their Lancaster went down in a later raid – with the loss of one 
crewman and injuries to others – the remaining crew were split up.  
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By coincidence 
Dad wasn’t flying 
that night, but it 
meant the mission 
would have to be 
an early one when 
the crew were 
definitely all 
together. The 
biggest problem 
though was to 
identify what 
aircraft Dad was 
flying on which 
mission – any 
picture needed the 
right serial number 
and codes if it was 
to be truly 
meaningful.  

After a lot of time unsuccessfully trying to track down other crew members’ logbooks with 
aircraft details I discovered the information was most likely stored at the National Archives in 
the squadron ORBs. Provided I knew which missions Dad flew I could hopefully fill in the 
gaps. 
 
But which raid? I had seven to choose from. In the search for authenticity I wanted an 
accurate picture of the target, the weather and so on. Internet research steadily pushed me 
towards St Vith because happily for me the Battle of the Bulge is of intense interest to military 
enthusiasts, and especially war gamers. It meant some contemporary records and 
photographs had been already hunted down and put on the net. 
 
It still took time but I found two aerial photos taken at the height of the raid, as well as various 
pictures of St Vith before and after the raid. The spectacular and concentrated smoke clouds 
from the bombing were well caught.  An unpublished history of 218 from the squadron 
association’s historian, Steve Smith, supplied a further bombing photo with time, height, and 
direction of 218’s attack. 
 
Even more surprising to me was that war gamers had matched the wartime aerial photos with 
Google Earth images of present day St Vith, giving a view of the surrounding countryside. 
You can even set Google Earth to show how a chosen location will look from a precise height, 
time and date – a help to the artist 
 
The National Archive at Kew near London proved user friendly, with ORBs available on 
microfiche while the library index codes were found in advance via the Internet. Digital 
cameras can be used to record information straight off the screen.  Soon the ORB had 
supplied the serial number and squadron code of the relevant Lancaster (LM257, HA-P). By 
further good luck there is even a widely published photograph of the actual aircraft, giving 
further visual detail such as fin markings. 
 
Of course an extra reason to use St Vith was that it was a daylight raid, flown in sparkling 
winter sunlight over a scenic snow-covered landscape, offering the artist far more scope for 
artistry than a night mission. To this could also be added the fact that it was inherently 
dramatic, with a large number of aircraft homing in on a small, distinctive target – and with 
good photographs of the raid at its peak allowing the painter to be authentic as well as artistic, 
even down to the angle of the sun.  It had taken a lot of time, but it had all come together.   
 
Unless you’re rich, commissioning a painting is a rare and special process, so make the most 
of it. For me it was important to have a real rapport with the artist, and to enjoy and participate 
a little in its creation. I was lucky to happen upon Mark Postlethwaite. 
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Having admired his work I was delighted to find he was not just an aviation nut but also an 
avid fan of Bomber Command. Even beyond that we discovered we were both frustrated RAF 
aircrew whose early dreams were shattered by poor eyesight. Early shared trauma made it 
easy to get on.  It led to a friendly and animated email relationship, with Mark encouraging me 
to lay out what I wanted.  
 
For me the fault of so many aviation artists is that they focus on hyper-accurate aircraft but 
not their context. The genius of the great aviation artists, like Frank Wootton, is that they do 
sky scapes with aircraft in them, which is the right way round. Mark works in that tradition, but 
without compromising on making the aircraft look right as well. 
 
The particular challenge I set him was to create a piece of art, but to still highlight the rear 
gunner and his turret – my father’s position. Dad had said he used a so-called ‘clear vision’ 
screen which meant the Perspex between the guns was removed, which would help highlight 
the crewman for the painting.  Nevertheless too much focus and the overall picture would 
suffer, too little and it was just another Lancaster painting.  
 
Mark’s own extensive knowledge and archives combined with my own research to provide 

plenty of background, and he produced 
various sketches for me to choose from. 
 
One of his particular skills is his 
spectacular portrayal of European blue 
skies, so the St Vith raid played to his 
strengths. The first colour draft appearing 
in my inbox led to two days of email 
exchanges as he sought comments and 
moved towards the final version.  
 
It was truly exciting to see how the final 
detailing – e.g. adding green target 
markers, more flak, and extra work on the 
smoke cloud – turned a good painting into 
something stunning.   And there, above 

left, at its heart (with some artistic license in removing the gun sight so as to show his face) 
standing out just a little, but not detracting from the overall effect, is the rear gunner complete 
with lucky burgundy scarf – my father. 
 

218 squadron, despite a fine and sustained 
combat record, and also suffering heavy losses, 
was not one of Bomber Command’s more 
heralded squadrons, and so regrettably has 
received little attention in history books or on 
canvas. The late war daylight raids also receive 
little attention, despite their sometimes heavy 
losses for Bomber Command and critical 
importance in accelerating the collapse of the 
Third Reich. It’s sobering to reflect that between 
the St Vith raid and war’s end Bomber Command 
lost more than 650 aircraft – it remained a 
perilous business to the end. 
 
My father, pictured left, never completed his tour 
– severe double pneumonia, most likely 
contracted from a cold, draughty rear turret later 
took him off ops. He and the rest of the crew have 
all since died, one of them, Flt/Sgt Bill Sims, 
before his time when their Lancaster was lost on 

the raid over Neuss in early January 1945.   
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His parachute opened inside the aircraft and Flt/Sgt Chick Longley took him out on his back 
(for which he was later awarded a CGM), but sadly Bill Sims fell off when Chick Longley’s 
chute opened.   
 
Generally though they were a crew much like so many others – as Shakespeare’s Henry V 
put it before Agincourt, ‘we are but warriors for the working day’.  Now though there is at least 
a rather special painting and record of this typical crew from a typical squadron approaching 
just another target on a typical working day. 
 

 
 

A change of climate and a journey south…. Tim 
Smith, MOG (V) and a 30th anniversary tour in the Falkland Islands 

 
 
 
It’s June 2011.  I'm kneeling behind a mud wall in a remote area of rural Helmand. The 
small patrol has been detailed to intercept a party of insurgents heading in our direction with a 
casualty. The TV documentary cameraman I'm escorting is safely in position. It’s insufferably 
hot, above 40C; each of us is carrying at least 30kg of kit, helmet, body armour and weapons.  
 
Briefly, I replay in my mind the scene from Ice-cold in Alex where John Mills and crew line up 
cold beers following their epic journey across the North African desert 
 
The it’s June 2012. I'm standing beside the 1982 war 
memorial in Stanley. Photographers and TV cameramen 
are on a temporary platform in front of me, built to give 
them a view of the 30th anniversary Liberation Day 
parade. It's insufferably cold, wind chill pushing the 
temperature well below zero. What feels like a gale force 
blizzard is driving snow into the faces of troops, veterans 
and locals alike.  I’m acting as a windbreak for an RAF 
corporal who appears to be in the early stages of 
hypothermia but is determined not to fall out. I wonder if 
anyone has a flask of hot tea. 
 
This change of climate arose from a late-night phone call I received in the Joint Media Ops 
Centre at Camp Bastion early in 2012. Maj Paddy Jackson at HQ Army successfully inveigled 
me into back-to-back winter tours with the words: “Smudge, how do you fancy a trip to the 
Falklands for the 30th anniversary?" If nothing else, I admired the symmetry: spending eight 
months 4,000 miles from home followed by four months 8,0000 miles from home. 
 
I recovered to the UK in March 2012 and flew out to Mount Pleasant in April to take over from 
Lt Col Andy Gardiner, S01 JMOT, DMOC, who had been in place as media ops augmented 
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for the previous two months. Alongside Capt Tom Hall, the new S03 J9 Media Ops, I 
remained for the rest of the anniversary period and on into August, when HMS Dauntless  
became the first Type 45 destroyer to visit the islands. 
 
Having been to the Falklands twice before on PJHQ/JTFHQ exercises, I had an idea of what 
to expect. The media role is an exacting one if only because of the political and diplomatic 
constraints on what the British military can say and do. In many cases, we would refer media 
enquiries to the Falkland Islands Government. Hence the Legislative Assembly commented 
on a controversial Argentine Olympic TV ad filmed in the Falklands. 
 
Criminal damage at the Argentine Cemetery at Darwin was the subject of a police 
investigation. Oil exploration was similarly a matter for the local authorities. In other words, we 
tried to stay in the background because the Islanders and their future are the story. If  
asked, we emphasised our defensive posture, providing support and protection for the 
Islanders and their right to self-determination, 
while retaining the appropriate military 
capability to deter and defend against any 
potential aggressor. 
 
In this context, we had to beware of 
generating media coverage that might fuel the 
rhetoric from South America that the UK is 
“militarising" the South Atlantic. Consequently 
a number of story ideas were shelved. But the 
media coverage generated by the 30th 
anniversary was generally all we could have 
hoped for. 
 
It was a privilege to attend the respectful and 
moving commemorative events to mark the 
landing at San Carlos on 21 May, the battle of 
Goose Green on 29 May and Liberation Day in 
Stanley on 14 June. And CBF Brigadier Bill 
Aldridge proved an articulate "talking head" 
who met all interviewers with unfailing tact and 
courtesy - and stayed resolutely on message. 
 
Apart from the anniversary, Tom Hall and I 
handled media events to support the Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee and Armed Forces Day, 
wrote media plans and lines-to-take for a host of contingencies, and set new records for the 
length of the morning media brief in BFSAI HQ. Other memorable moments included finding 
the solitary duty penguin who paraded on Blue Beach for the landing commemorations at San 
Carlos. 
 
Talking to veterans of 2 PARA in bitter cold at Goose Green who, despite their advancing 
years, seemed perfectly capable of coming back and doing the job all over again. Not being 
able to get into our Land Rover because the doors had frozen shut. Hearing the scrabbling 
sound from the roof of the Officers' Mess as turkey vultures flocked to roost for the night. 
Seeing sheep wander past my office window at BFSAI HQ. 
 
Part of the appeal of the Falklands is its unspoilt, slightly old-fashioned atmosphere. It's the 
sort of place you half expect to see a Ford Anglia driving past - except that even the main 
road from MPC to Stanley resembles a cheese grater, with enough potholes to test the most 
robust 4x4 suspension. 
 
Stanley has grown, but would be recognisable to a veteran of '82. The outlying settlements in 
the Camp enjoy broadband Internet but still rely on a DIY, frontier spirit.  You receive a warm 
welcome from the Islanders, including the legendary "smoko" of tea and calorie-filled goodies. 
The scenery and wildlife continue to attract thousands of tourists.   
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But a new story is emerging of a new generation of Falkland Islanders who, while mindful of 
their heritage, are looking forward to the next 30 years. Self-determination and the oil industry 
are likely to be key factors in that story. The year 2013 marks a referendum on sovereignty 
and the 180th anniversary of the settlement of the Islands, together with Argentina's 
temporary membership of the UNSC and President Cristina Kirchner facing mid-term 
elections. 
 
So long as the UK maintains an operational military base on the islands, It's likely that the 
media ops officer at BFSAI will continue to suffer the Chinese curse of living in interesting 
times. 

 
 
East Timor – breaking the rules…by Ken Johnston, 
Chief Press Officer (Northern Ireland) Ministry of Defence 
 
I can fully appreciate how some might view it as a luxury to bathe in the warm waters off East 
Timor in the company of good friends from both the Army and 
the RAF. But to put things into some perspective – it was the 
first decent wash in a week and it took place under armed 
guard as locals in Dili struggled to get back to a sense of 
normality after the withdrawal of Indonesian forces. 
 
It was a wash worth waiting for and went a long way to helping 
clear my nostrils from the pervasive smell that lingered in the 
wake of murder and destruction in an exotic island I had only 
fleetingly heard off before. 
 
As media advisor when Ghurkha’s joined with Australians and New Zealanders under the UN 
Peacekeeping Mission in 1999 my arrival in Dili followed a period of intense work up just 
outside Darwin when international media descended in droves in the Northern Territories 
anxious to see for themselves just what had been happening a 40 minute flight away. 
 
We would go through the usual pre-deployment briefings – media filing and media facilities. 
But East Timor was different and it was to bring home to me a number of invaluable lessons – 
not least of all being flexible. 
 
Some years later when working with the FPDA in Malaysia a local Colonel looked at me and 
said I reminded him of Waylon Jennings – too polite at the time to know whether he was 
being complimentary about the length of my hair or untrimmed moustache or being 
derogatory about my tax returns I left it for several days before asking for an explanation. 
“You play at your own rhythms”, he said simply. Well, East Timor helped to set some of those 
rhythms. 
 
First of all there was the Australian edict that all personnel going into East Timor had to be 
inoculated against Japanese Encephalitis. I was told to report to the medical centre at 
Robinson Barracks in Darwin. Well, by the time I arrived I found they were closed and when 
an Australian officer asked if I had “been to the medic centre” I was able to answer 
affirmatively. He didn’t pursue the issue to check I got the jab. Never did. 
 
Then when a well known international journalist almost sparked an international incident at 
the Royal Australian Air Force base I jumped myself up from a lowly media officer to a 
representative of HM Government in order to take the heat out of the issue. It happened like 
this. 
 
The journalist, his cameraman and his producer arrived in a cab to be on time to meet up with 
some 50 other media that we were hoping to ferry across to Dili. They needed to sign in at the 
guardroom but there were no empty parking spaces for their cab. The journalist got out – 
spotted keys in a car’s ignition and ignored two youngsters strapped into the back as he 
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jumped in a reversed the car to let the cab in. They all managed to sign in and made their way 
to the airhead before the mother came out from a separate office and discovered what had 
happened. 
 
I was at the airhead with the rest of the media when the guardroom called me and tried to 
explain just how angry this woman was – how seriously this would be viewed by the base 
commander and how it could inflame tensions as far as the state capital. At the guardhouse I 
“formally” apologised to the mother on behalf of the UK and assured her that the journalist 
would be dealt with. I had to soak up a lot of angry “Sheila” adjectives about Pommies before 
heading up to confront the journalist and offload some of the abuse I had been given. 
 
He was in deep consultation with a number of other reporters and I didn’t want to make a 
scene or issue in front of them and decided the best course of action would be to take his 
director to one side.  Drawing on impolite Ulster colloquialism I endeavoured to hammer  
home clearly how his 
actions were beyond 
acceptable – that I 
had managed a 
delaying factor in 
tensions but that he 
needs to get his ego 
into order or his 
physical demeanour 
might be re-
constructed on the 
end of a boot.  
 
Right:  A Royal 
Marine and 
Ghurka distribute 
food to East Timor 
villagers 
 
Well, you know how the media feed off each other and how they have largely been trained at 
their mother’s knees as the old biddies leaned over the garden fences to pass on information. 
In less than ten minutes that one highly regarded hack was left isolated under a tree scanning 
his notes as the rest of the journalists ignored him as a pariah. 
 
To get the media onto the airfield and to get them cleared for onward into Dili I had to break 
the first cardinal rule and ignore just about every lesson in the MoD’s Green Book. The basic 
ethos was that if we were moving them into a potentially dangerous area we could have been 
held to account for their safety and potentially their sustenance in an area where food – even 
water – was at a premium. And so the second rule was broke – I scribbled out a disclaimer 
that they all signed. Effectively, accepting transit to Dili with UK military but making no claims 
for protection, food, water or any other means of support including medical and extraction. 
 
In Dili I billeted with a Company of Ghurkha’s in a former UN bungalow and worked with the 
media as it scrabbled out unearthing atrocity after atrocity whilst being supportive of the 
military mission to help bring back some stability. The main lesson I learnt though, was on 
interpretation of military mission. 
 
A patrol of Ghurkhas had been despatched to deliver aid to a village several miles from Dili. 
When the patrol arrived they discovered the villagers were being held by a rogue group on a 
nearby soccer pitch. The company commander decided that his mission could not be 
completed without the release of the villagers – after all a village is about people and 
buildings. And so, with a forward leaning show of determined posturing the rogues fled 
leaving the villagers to walk back into their homes. Job done. 
 
I heard of the actions when the patrol returned and called a news conference on the beach – 
next to a heavily fenced and secured former hotel where the Australian forces were keeping 
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their journalists. Well within earshot of the Australian media hanging over the fence – we sold 
the story and it went global. 
 
Two days later I was confronted by a senior Australian officer who was not amused and 
accused me of “hyping” the story so that “goddamned Pommies got more publicity than 
necessary.” I walked away. But the Australians did get revenge downstream. 
 
I arrived home to London to find a summons in the mail. Seems I had parked facing the traffic 
outside the Australian Armed Forces Recruiting Centre in Darwin – a fine of 25 Australian 
dollars. Another bill I can never recoup from MoD. 
 

 

 
The Ancient Mariners – off road from London to 
Brighton…..Gerry Northwood and a 75 mile bike ride for charity 
 

To all sponsors, thank you very much indeed for your donations.  
 
The London to Brighton Off Road attracted 1600 riders and, along with the other rides 
earlier this year, has raised over £1 million for the British Heart Foundation. We all have a 
heart, so definitely a good cause!  For those who have not made a donation but would like to, 
the Ancient Mariners BHF website is still open and donations are of course enhanced by gift 
aid.  The Ancient Mariners, Gerry Northwood, pictured left, and Bill Evans plus support 
vehicle driver Deborah Northwood, could not have picked a better day for the London to 
Brighton off road. And neither could the other riders.  
 
Saturday 22 September dawned a bright, chilly morning in wonderful contrast to the past 
week, today, and the forecast for the week ahead of us! Such luck should not be wasted and 
we made good time in transferring from my flat on Albert Embankment to the start at 
Roehampton University. 
 
While taking start line photos we bumped into the Royal Navy team, all four of them smartly 
logo’d in Lycra. They looked upon my Royal Navy windsurfing team T Shirt as the devil 
incarnate, but I can forgive them that, this was a bike ride and off road biking is clearly what 
they do, no doubt very well indeed.  
 
They were brimming with confidence having done Windsor to Bath, all 100 miles of it off road, 
last weekend. I needn’t add, they finished ahead of the Ancient Mariners - well ahead.  
 
That said, the London to Brighton is not a race. That was made very clear to us during the 
briefing at the start line.  The event is extremely well organised; the course layout and safety 
issues were comprehensively briefed, it is well marked out, and there are marshals posted at 
difficult junctions. There were four water stops with complimentary mineral water which not 
only provided a means to replenish camel backs but also an opportunity to chat with other 
riders and the officials about the nature of the route ahead.  
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From the start line we sped off competitively in our batch of about 50 riders. From 
Roehampton it is reassuringly downhill for someway until we met the Thames river path. The 
early miles were dispensed with remarkably quickly as we enjoyed a really pleasant ride 
along the river. On such a flat calm and sunny morning, rowers and scullers were out in force 
at every rowing club we passed. Not to mention the many other river path early morning 
runners, dog walkers and bikers. All looking a bit nonplussed and slightly bemused at the 
herd of bikes charging down on them. 
 
We covered 14 miles in the first hour after which the pace slowed as we entered the woods 
and sandy paths around Wisley. Not long after this the route crossed the M25 and then the 
A3 before heading south to Shere. At last, after just over 20 miles we were actually heading 
directly to Brighton. We gave Debs a call, and told her that we were making a good pace and 
agreed that she should meet us for the lunch stop at Cranleigh.  
 
We negotiated the first big climb easily before an enjoyable and steep descent to Shere. The 
descent was slowed in places by bike traffic and just before we entered Shere there was a 
water stop to replenish the camel back. After Shere was the next big hill which wound its way 
up through long wooded tracks. Really good MTB territory with lots of ruts and tree roots to 
negotiate. This was followed by a cracking stretch of downhill, this time unobstructed by other 
bike traffic, before dropping onto the Downs link bridleway. This is a disused railway line that 
runs past Cranleigh to Bramber at the foot of the South Downs opposite Worthing.  
 
We reached Cranleigh, 40 miles into the journey, after four hours of riding. Debs was there 
with a picnic and we enjoyed a decent 30 minute break sitting on the grass in the sunshine. 
Suitably victualed we headed back off along the old railway track for the long grind south.  
 
At Bramber was the final water stop, and then, shortly after, the track leading to the top of 
Southwick Hill. The track is a narrow chalk gully and goes straight up without deviation. The 
riders at the water stop who had done the route before had predicted too much traffic to be 
able to ride the climb. However, as it turned out, there was a clear path and it was just a case 
of settling in to a low gear, picking a path and grinding it out. Bill with his slicker tyres wasn’t 
quite so lucky, but still made it up in good time.  
 
The view from the top was simply majestic, with Lancing College to the east, the plain 
between the Downs to the north, and the sea and Brighton spread out before us to the south. 
The ride from there is fast downhill across the Down and into the eastern edge of Brighton. 
Once on the sea front, there was a further three miles of pedalling to the finish near Brighton 
pier. 
 
Vital stats:  Total distance 75 miles. Total time - 8 hours and 33 minutes.  
Calories out – 6000. Calories in – at least 6000 in gels, donuts, and curry and beer after 
the ride!  
 

 
 
Jeremy Greaves: A swashbuckling adventurer! 
 
John Owens, PR Week reporter bumped 
into P&S club member Jeremy Greaves 
at the Farnborough air show and came 
away with an impression of a 
swashbuckling adventurer.  EADS UK's 
Vice President of Communications has, 
he says, used his passion for the military 
to send the aerospace and defence firm's 
profile rocketing. 
 
To the backdrop of billions of pounds 
worth of aviation technology, Jeremy 
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Greaves, pictured above, bounds over and offers a firm, enthusiastic handshake. ‘Welcome to 
the best airshow in the world and the best industry in the world - and you are now a part of it,' 
the EADS UK vice-president for comms and PR beams. 
 
He gestures to the vast range of aircraft proudly lined up for the Farnborough Air-show, a 
coming together of the big and powerful in a big and powerful industry.  Greaves is a man in 
his element. Smartly suited, he is armed with a bristling array of facts and figures, few of 
which involve less than eight numbers.  
 
Engaging and keen to share the passion he evidently feels for his industry, he also has a 
touch of the excited schoolboy about him. Except this 'schoolboy' is a key part of a colossal 
company that straddles the world of both military and commercial aircraft and employs 
133,000 people in 170 countries. 
 
Gary Sutton, head of comms for the Royal Navy, has worked with Greaves and says there is 
nothing naive about Greaves as an operator. Calling him 'nicely ambitious', he remarks: 'It's 
instinctive with Jeremy. He is a popular, personable and easygoing guy, but he gets stuff 
done and cuts to the heart of the matter. He is enthusiastic about what he does and has a 
great sense of humour, as well as a sharp edge to him.' 
 
Greaves, 44, has been in the job for seven years, and seems to be a genuine fully paid-up 
member of his employer's fan club.  'I am most proud of EADS not just as a vision of Europe 
industrially, but as the part of Europe that makes world-beating products - it's a symbol of all 
that can be good about Europe. We've taken on the might of Boeing and demonstrated 
Europe has what it takes to make world-beating products. 
 
‘He also considers the first stage of his job done. Though subsidiary Airbus is widely familiar, 
EADS itself was little known among even its stakeholders, something he believes has 
changed. 
 
Next, he says, comes communicating the company's increased focus on ethical and 
environmental issues, which he willingly admits will be a big challenge.  Reaching this point 
has not been easy. With characteristic élan he describes working in 'a phenomenally complex 
environment, with a heady mix of industry, technology and politics, cocktails and kerosene’. It 
has also not been without controversy, perhaps not surprising for a company of its 
magnitude, some of whose products are, ultimately, instruments of war and conflict. 
 
Lobbying government is a key part of Greaves' job. Asked about an incident in 2010 when 
minister Bob Neill asked EADS to scale back its lobbying activities, the father of 
two is diplomatic, if keen to move on. 
 

 
 
Greaves points out this was the work of a subsidiary company, but adds that 'we hadn’t 
performed to the standard we would want and the standard that the Government would want'. 
But those looking to paint him as a shadowy character more likely to try to hoodwink the press 
than inform it would do well to hear him describe an incident from his past. He talks 
engagingly of a time he was working in comms for the Navy during the Kosovo crisis in the 
1990s. 
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When it was announced that an enemy jet plane was heading towards the ship and 
the captain flippantly told Greaves and the visiting journalists to finish their coffees and stay 
put, he describes how he virtually wrestled with a naval officer to get the press crew up on to 
the deck to witness the event. 
 
'You have to believe that rapport and trust (the press team) on instinct. You have to take 
serious judgment calls on that instinct which could, and have, got me into trouble but I am 
convinced I have taken the right decisions more than I have taken the wrong ones,' he says, 
again turning serious. 
 
'I still wake up in a cold sweat at night sometimes, but the point is what we do is inherently 
risky so if you want to do it well you have to take risks.' 
 
The fact Greaves' 'gilded' background is steeped in an enthusiasm for engineering and the 
military perhaps explains a genuine excitement for his industry. 
 
Regularly sailing with his family at Rock, Cornwall, it was a combination of joining 
the cadets and reading the Hornblower novels that led him to the Navy, where 
comms was one of many duties.  However, it was the one that stuck, leading to work both in 
the military sector and agency life.  Such is his attachment to the Navy, he has been given the 
rarefied honour of being made an honorary commander, a role in which he provides 
mentoring and guidance on how the Navy interacts with the public. 
 
This enthusiasm has passed on to his two boys, who regularly make trips to Rock as he did, 
and he claims: 'If I could, I'd spend my life on the beach there. 'Yet this image does not quite 
fit.  Earlier on in the interview, Greaves says that as a youngster 'I decided I wanted to 
swashbuckle my way through life'. 
 
He may not be on the high seas so much now and his frequently ringing phone maybe his 
only substitute for a cutlass.  But, as the EADS executive bounds off to shake some more 
hands and take some more risks, the image does not seem like such a far-fetched one after 
all. 
 
Vice-president, Communications & PR at EADS UK since 2005, Jeremy has also 
worked at Lockheed Martin UK and in the Defence Procurement Agency Press Office.  
In 1990 he was the public relations officer aboard HMS Campbeltown.   Between 1995 
and 2010 he served as a Lieutenant commander in the Royal Naval Reserve media 
operations specialisation. 
 

 
 

Why spoil a good opportunity?...asks Regional 
Chairman John Boyes  as he shares Thor’s Thunder 

 
Fifty years ago, the world stood on the brink of possible 
nuclear war in what became known as the Cuban Missile 
Crisis.  The origins can be traced to the placing of USAF Jupiter 
missiles in Italy and Turkey.   
 
The latter missiles, in particular, upset the Soviets as their war 
planning had not anticipated an attack through the ‘back door’.   
Was it altogether surprising, therefore, that the Soviet military 
sought to do the same thing using a compliant Cuba as the 
host?   
 

Much has been written about the Crisis and the role the RAF played in the political chess 
game.  Tantalisingly, some of the pages from the Squadron Operations Record Books are 
missing and where the official record does exist it has often been at odds with what those on 
the ground remember. 
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To commemorate this significant Cold War milestone, Aviation Heritage Lincolnshire planned 
an ambitious programme of events to explore in greater detail what had taken place on the 
airfields of Bomber Command during those crucial days.   AHL is a small group operating with 
a Heritage Lottery Grant, but shows what can be achieved even with restricted funding, but 
with a professional approach.    
 
I was fortunate enough to be asked to give 
the inaugural talk on ‘Project Emily – the 
RAF’s Thor missile force’, appropriately 
enough at the officers’ mess at the former 
RAF Hemswell, one of the old Thor bases.   
 
It is interesting to consider how the Air 
Ministry at the time handled the press in 
their coverage of the missiles, a subject 
of much interest to the general public, 
particularly in those areas where the 
missiles were based, against a US 
military who wanted to keep the subject 
very much below the radar in line with 
their other nuclear interests in the UK.   
 
Though clearly far more disciplined than 
today’s media, the Daily Mail photographer 
concerned nonetheless camped out in a 
prime location in Feltwell village waiting for 
the first missile transporter to arrive!  For 
more sensitive issues, the D-Notice was 
alive and well.  Nonetheless the Daily Express’s Chapman Pincher proved a somewhat 
maverick reporter keen to identify both strengths and weaknesses in the corridors of power. 
 
The following day AHL had organised a well thought out tour of Cold War locations in 
Lincolnshire.  We started at a windswept former Thor site – Caistor.   Some remains can still 
be identified but the ravages of time and nature even effect solid concrete structures designed 
to withstand rocket blast.  Now used for agriculture it is still known locally as ‘The Rocket Site’ 
and it was good to see some of the employees taking an interest in the site’s former use.  
They had also attended the lecture the night before.    
 
The coach then went on to Faldingworth where a Polish Lancaster squadron had been based 
during World War 2 and where there is a small memorial to their losses.  During the Cold War 
it was a storage site for RAF nuclear weapons.  After lunch in the local pub, we passed a 
former Royal Observer Corps ‘Aztec Temple’ HQ before a guided tour of Dunholme Lodge 
where Bloodhound Mk 1 SAMs had been based, the architecture of the base put to good use 
by the local farmer.   
 
Our final stopping point was RAF Scampton – a V-bomber base during the Cold War but also 
famous as the first base of The Dambusters.  There is a project to expand the existing basis 
of a museum dedicated to the station’s operations in the 1950s and 60s and already they 
have a magnificent Blue Steel stand-off bomb.  However the temptation to delve into Second 
World War history here was too great, so we had to visit Guy Gibson’s office, recently 
restored.  And after that bit of RAF history it was only fitting that the tour should end with a 
visit to his dog Nigger’s meticulously cared for grave. 
 
The programme of events continued throughout the next two weeks but culminated is a 
fascinating and, from the historians point of view, a most informative ‘witness session’ at the 
Bishop Grosseteste University College in Lincoln.  Veterans of those dark days in October 
1962 remembered those disturbing times, what they could recollect doing and how they saw 
events unfolding from the perspective of their various roles in Bomber Command.  For many it 
seemed almost too difficult to comprehend.   
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One Vulcan 
captain took a 
chinagraph pencil 
and drew a CND 
symbol on his 
Yellow Sun 
nuclear weapon.  
Asked what on 
earth he thought 
he was doing, he 
replied that if they 
dropped it then 
CND had been 
right all along and 
the politicians 
wrong.  If they 
didn’t then the 
concept of 
deterrence was 

valid.  Clearly the official records are not a full description of what actions were put in place at 
squadron level.   
 
A much greater degree of individual unit initiative took place than perhaps, the civil servants 
or the hierarchy of the RAF wished to have ‘on the record’.  But as these elderly warriors’ 
numbers diminish the opportunity to talk to those who were on the front line at the time 
diminishes in parallel and provides a challenge for future historians’ search for the truth. 
 
In terms of media coverage of the anniversary, the Thor missiles received much more than 
the ‘sexier’ V-bombers, partly it has to be said because today’s media didn’t understand that 
the UK based Thors played a comparatively minor role in events, but surely the Cuban Missile 
Crisis was about missiles wasn’t it?   
 
Events were naturally dominated by the Kennedy/Khrushchev confrontation and the 
subsequent Soviet climb down, but English Heritage deftly used the occasion to gain much 
publicity for its Grade 2 listing of the Thor sites at Harrington and North Luffenham – actually 
they listed them two years ago, but why spoil a good opportunity! 
 
As for myself; well I don’t expect I’ll have the chance to be on the ‘Today’ programme again. 
 

 

 
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES ARE 
HERE…says Geoff as he finishes 77,000 words on Wing 
Commander Guy Gibson VC 
 
It is only a few months since I was delighted to be made an 
honorary member of the Pen & Sword Club. As someone who 
writes frequently about service affairs and history, yet has never 
served, the value of the contacts to be made is as clear as the 
honour given to me. 
 
I write regularly for Britain at War magazine and the first direct help 
from the club came when I was covering the arrival of a Second 
World War German V2 rocket at the Royal Engineers Museum at 
Gillingham, Kent. It had formerly been used for training at the Bomb Disposal School, after 
having been recovered in Germany at the end of the war. 
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Up against deadline, the complexities of RE organisation needed a bit of explaining and 
Colonel Mike Peters knew the right man. Major Ian Proud pointed me in the correct direction. 
 
Some members I already knew. Group Captain Alex Dickson, for example, has been 
enormously helpful on many occasions, including when I took on the task of writing a feature 
on the Buccaneer aircraft for Britain at War.  
 

 
 
Another assignment has been to write (yet another) book - some 77,000 words - on Wing 
Commander Guy Gibson VC for the publisher, Pen and Sword, with the 70th anniversary of 
Operation Chastise, the attack on the German Dams, due in 2013.  
 
Here again, Alex came up with one particularly interesting lead.  In return, I sometimes feed 
him obscure facts about the Battle of Britain, a specialist subject of mine.  
 
I was recently at RAF Lossiemouth to speak at their Battle of Britain guest night.  As usual on 
such occasions I thought it prudent to own up to the miserable extent of my “service career”. It 
consisted of two and a bit years in the Army section of the school CCF, under the auspices of 
the Royal Fusiliers. I proved such an incompetent soldier that I never rose above the rank of 
cadet. Though I suppose missing exams at Caterham, through being caught in the transport 
nightmare caused by the last London smog, offers me some very slight excuse. 
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